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Abstract—We investigate the effect of the backward injecting
linewidth on the rise/fall time, duty cycle, and frequency chirp
of the 10 Gb/s format-converted pulsed return-to-zero (RZ) data
stream from the traveling-wave semiconductor optical amplifier
(TWSOA) with its gain profile temporally and spectrally reshap-
ing by a backward injected single- or multimode inverse-optical-
comb. The rising time remains almost unchanged; however, the
falling time was monotonically reduced by increasing injection
power. The evolution of full-width at half-maximum with injection
power exhibits similar trend with falling time. In comparison with
single-mode inverse-optical-comb injection, the multimode injec-
tion exhibits frequency-chirp reduction and better ON/OFF extinc-
tion performances. Under the injection of multi- and single-mode
inverse-optical-combs into the TWSOA at extremely high gain con-
dition, the multi- and single-mode injection converted pulsed RZ
data pulsewidths are 32 and 31 ps with corresponding peak-to-
peak chirps of 10 and 12 GHz, respectively. The chirp can abruptly
be reduced to 1.2 GHz by reducing the TWSOA biased current to
100 mA.

Index Terms—All optical, chirp, data conversion, NRZ to RZ,
optical injection, semiconductor optical amplifier, 10 Gbit/s.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LL-OPTICAL modulation format conversion between
data streams with different formats in traveling-wave

semiconductor optical amplifier (TWSOA) based subsystems
has emerged as an important topic of research recently [1]–
[30]. By using special techniques such as gain clamping, op-
tical injection, cross-phase modulation, nonlinear polarization
rotation [1]–[3], [5]–[7], [13], four-wave mixing [23], cross-
gain modulation (XGM) [20], bandpass filtering [30], loop-
mirror [15], [17], [19], and interferometer [8], [21], [29], the
transformation between non-return-to-zero (NRZ) and return-
to-zero (RZ) formats or between NRZ ON–OFF keying (NRZ-
OOK) and RZ quadrature phase shift keying (RZ-QPSK) for-
mats can be implemented. Other speculated functions including
all-optical clock-recovery [9], [10], [12], [16], [17], [22], 3R re-
generation [11], and wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
multicasting [31] have also been involved together with the
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data format converter to extend the feasibility of such device
for versatile applications. To date, the operational bit rates
extending from 10 to 40 Gb/s have previously been demon-
strated [2], [3], [6], [13]–[17]. Recently, the backward inverse-
optical-comb injection was proposed as a novel XGM technique
for mode-locking TWSOA-based fiber ring lasers, which ben-
efits from the precise gain control in time domain and the high
optical modulation bandwidth of the TWSOA [31]. Later on,
similar technology was employed for all-optical data transfor-
mation between NRZ and RZ to integrate wavelength division
multiplexing and optical time division multiplexing architec-
tures [32]–[37]. In particular, a noninverting wavelength shifting
scheme was successfully demonstrated [28], [36]. However, the
efforts on some featured parametric analyses such as extinction
ratio enhancement and dynamic chirp control were less paid for
such system [24], [25], [31]–[36]. In this paper, we theoretically
and experimentally compare the effect of the backward inject-
ing linewidth on the rise/fall time, duty cycle, and frequency
chirp of the wavelength-preserved and format-converted pulsed
RZ data stream at 10 Gb/s from the TWSOA with its gain pro-
file temporally and spectrally slicing by the backward injected
single- or multimode inverse-optical-comb. We discuss the spec-
tral and temporal domain response of the TWSOA-based NRZ-
to-RZ data converter with use of single- or multimode inverse-
optical-comb injection techniques. In the first part, we discuss
the effect of single- or multimode on the converted RZ pulse
shape, extinction ratio and bit-error-rate (BER) performances.
In the second part, we discuss the converted RZ pulsewidth
and chirp characteristics under the backward single- or multi-
mode inverse-optical-comb injections. Theoretical simulations
on the converted pulseshape and corresponding chirp are also
provided to elucidate the influence of the inverse-optical-comb
pulsewidth.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The TWSOA based NRZ-to-RZ format converter is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The TWSOA with maximum gain at 1530 nm
and amplified spontaneous emission linewidth of 35 nm is dc-
biased (dc voltage biased) well beyond its transparent con-
dition (typically, Idc ∼= 350 mA). To temporally reshape the
TWSOA gain window, the single- or multimode Fabry–Perot
laser diode (FPLD) inverse-optical-comb is generated by pass-
ing a continuous-wave (CW) laser diode (LD) output through
a Mach–Zehnder intensity modulator (MZM) driven by an am-
plified electrical comb signal and a dc offset voltage to make
the MZM operating at nonlinear modulation regime. In our
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. DSO: digital sampling oscilloscope; EDFA:
erbium-doped fibre amplifier; OBPF: optical bandpass filter; OC: optical circu-
lator; PC: polarization controller; TL: tunable laser. Electrical path: solid line.
Optical path: dash line.

Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of inverse-optical-comb generator. (b) MZM-biased
condition for normal-optical-comb and inverse-optical-comb generation.
(c) 10 GHz electrical comb. (d) 10 GHz inverse-optical-comb traces.

approach, we need an inverse-optical-comb to inject the
TWSOA for reshaping the incoming NRZ data stream into
the pulsed RZ data. This requires an electrical pulse to drive
the MZM for inverse-optical-comb regeneration. Currently, the
commercial available electrical pulse comes from an electrical
comb generator, which can only give a negative (or inverse)
electrical pulse. A commercially available electrical comb gen-
erator activated by a 10-GHz sinusoidal clock signal of 30 dBm
generates the inverse electrical pulse train of 30-ps pulsewidth,
leading to the generation of an inverse-optical-comb (see inset
of Fig. 1) from the nonlinearly dc-biased MZM. The typical
output waveform of such a commercial electrical comb genera-
tor with 10-GHz period is an inverse electrical pulse, as plotted
in Fig. 2(c), which is activated by a 27-dBm amplified 10-GHz
sinusoidal clock signal with a duty cycle of 70% output from

the MZM. In this case, we have to detune the dc bias of the
MZM in order to obtain inverse-optical-comb. Both the bright-
and inverse-optical-comb pulse trains can be generated from
the MZM biased with the offset DV electrical comb at different
dc-biased conditions [i.e., (A) or (B)], as shown in Fig. 2(b), re-
spectively. The CW laser source with similar central wavelength
at about 1550 nm is either a single-mode distributed feedback
LD (DFBLD, Mitsubishi FU-68PDF) with a 3-dB linewidth
of 1 MHz, or a multimode FPLD (NEC 5501EH) with 3-dB
linewidth of 7.297 nm. The corresponding spectra of the input
optical NRZ data and backward injected inverse-optical-combs
are shown in Fig. 3. In contrast to the normal-optical-comb with
a small duty cycle, the inverse-optical-comb waveform exhibits
an extremely large duty cycle, as shown in Fig. 2(d), which is
like a quasi-CW optical signal, but transiently turned off within
a extremely short duration of <35 ps at a repetition period of
100 ps. After propagating through an erbium-doped fiber ampli-
fier (EDFA) with 20 dB gain and an optical circulator (OC), the
inverse-optical-comb is used to backward inject, and then, peri-
odically deplete the gain of TWSOA for implementing NRZ-to-
RZ data format conversion [38]. The incoming optical NRZ data
stream is simulated by externally encoding a tunable laser with
another MZM driven by a pseudorandom-bit-sequence (PRBS)
data-stream generator. The average power, ON/OFF extinction
ratio, and pattern length of the incoming optical NRZ PRBS
at 1529.2 nm are −15 dBm, 12 dB, and 223–1, respectively.
The input NRZ wavelength is setting at the vicinity of peak
wavelength of the TWSOA around 1530 nm. However, the
inverse-optical-comb is injected at a wavelength of 1550–
1555 nm longer than that of the input NRZ data stream, which
facilitates to achieve a highest XGM for optimizing the ON/OFF

extinction ratio of the converted RZ data stream [39]. Techni-
cally, the injecting inverse-optical-comb power is gradually in-
creased to approximately 8–9 dBm for saturating the TWSOA
gain to achieve a narrow gain window with maximum ON/OFF ex-
tinction ratio. The dynamic frequency chirp at different inverse-
optical-comb injection powers is real-time monitored with a
chirp analyzer (Advantest Q7606B). In general, both the co-
propagating (forward) and counterpropagating (backward) in-
jection schemes can also realize the RZ signal regeneration in
our proposed scheme. In both the cases, the regenerated RZ sig-
nal would be mixed with the inverse-comb signal at the output
port of the TWSOA based decision gate, which thus requires
an additional bandpass filter to filter out the injected signal in
order to obtain the regenerated RZ signal with a clean pedestal.
We take counterpropagating (backward) injection scheme as an
example in our experiment.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Theoretical Simulation

In general case, the gain of TWSOA can be derived from
the output electric field E(z, t) of the input signal, which
can be described using a partial differential equation proposed
by Agrawal and Olsson [40] previously, that is, ∂E/∂z +
(1/vg )(∂E/∂t) = (1 − jαl)gE/2 [41], [42], where the elec-
trical field can be expressed as E(z, t) =

√
Pout(z, t)ejφ(z ,t)
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Fig. 3. (a) Lasing spectra of DFBLD. (b) Lasing spectra of FPLD. (c) Spectra of the input signal at 1530 nm and the single-mode inverse-optical-comb at
1550 nm. (d) Spectra of the input signal at 1530 nm and the multimode inverse-optical-comb at 1550 nm.

with Pout(z, t) and φ denoting the signal power and phase, re-
spectively, υg is the group velocity, and αl is a constant usually
referred to as the linewidth enhancement factor that couples the
phase of the propagating signal to the gain coefficient of the
semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). Assuming that the gain
of TWSOA exhibits a Lorentzian lineshape and is also a lin-
ear function of the spectral distribution of carrier density (n) or
carrier numbers (N ) [42], [43], [44], as described by

g(λ, N) =
a(n − n0)

1 + (λ − λN )2/(∆λg )2 (1)

where ∆λg denotes as the 3-dB spectral linewidth of the
TWSOA gain, λN is the peak wavelength at carrier density n, a
is the differential gain coefficient, and n0 is the carrier density
required for transparency. To simplify the solution, the static
time variable t and spatial coordinate z can be transformed
into a time frame τ moving with the propagating signal, i.e.,
τ = t − z/νg . Such a transformation gives ∂Pout/∂z = gPout
and ∂φ/∂z = −αlg/2 , and the rate equation of carrier density
can thus be expressed as

∂n

∂τ
=

I

edWL
− n

τc
− gPout

dWhν
(2)

where I is the biased current of TWSOA, τc is the spontaneous
carrier lifetime, and dWL is the volume V of active region. With
the gain coefficient g approximating by g = Γa1(n − n0), and
by substituting (1) into (2), the transient gain of TWSOA is
described as

dg

dτ
=

g0 − g

τc
− gPout(τ)

EsatL
(3)

where g0 is the small signal gain coefficient given by

g0 = a1n0

(
I

I0
− 1

)
(4)

the bias current required for transparency is

I0 =
eV n0

τc
(5)

and the saturation energy is

Esat =
hνdW

a1
. (6)

If we assume h(τ) as the integrated gain at each point of the
propagating pulse profile in which h(τ ) is the integrated gain,
Pin(τ) and Pout(τ) are the temporally varied input and output
power functions of TWSOA, respectively, and the solution of
Pout(t) is assumed as

Pout(τ) = Pin(τ) exp[h(τ)] (7)

with

h(τ) =
∫ τ

0
g(z, τ)dz. (8)

This gives an ordinary differential equation for h

dh

dτ
=

g0L − h

τc
− Pin(τ)

Esat
(eh − 1). (9)

Under an appropriate backward injecting power, the inverse-
optical-comb (i.e., an inverse Gaussian shape with a small duty
cycle in one period) can fully deplete most of the TWSOA gain
within one period. This eventually leads to a narrowing effect on
the residual gain window of the TWSOA, which remains only
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a Gaussian shape with a small duty cycle. Under a given input
pulse shape of Pin(τ) and gain of g0L, if the first term on the
right-hand side of (9) is neglected by assuming the pulsewidth
τp � τc , the solution of (9) is

h(τ) = − ln
{

1 −
(

1 − 1
G0

)
exp

[
−Uin(τ)

Esat

]}
(10)

where G0 = exp(g0L) is the unsaturated signal-pass amplifier
gain, Uin(τ) is the integral of input power function Pin(τ) with a
form of Uin(τ) =

∫ τ

−∞ Pin(τ)dτ , such that Uin(∞) will be the
input pulse energy. Usually, the instantaneous semiconductor
optical amplifier gain is given by

G(τ) = exp[h(τ)] =
{

1 −
(

1 − 1
G0

)
exp

[
−Uin (τ)

Esat

]}−1

.

(11)
In contrast to the typical operation of the TWSOA, the rate

equation of TWSOA under a serious gain depletion condition
with external inverse-optical-comb injection can be greatly sim-
plified. Since the gain window of the TWSOA is temporally
modified to implement reamplifying, reshaping, and retiming
of the incoming NRZ data stream. Theoretically, the transfer
function of the TWSOA transient gain under backward inverse-
optical-comb injection can be deduced by modifying the sim-
ilar rate equation described in [40]. It is necessary to simu-
late the pulse propagation through the temporally gain-depleted
TWSOA with a traveling-wave equation containing spatial and
time derivatives. In our case, the backward inverse-optical-comb
injection function exhibits a form of Pin(τ) = P0 [1 − P ′(τ)]
and a Gaussian pulse shape of P ′(τ). If we assume an inverse-
optical-comb injection to deplete most of TWSOA gain within
one period and to leave a narrow gain-window with a Gaussian
shape in time domain, the waveform of the input inverse-optical-
comb can be described as

Pin(τ) =
Ein

τ0
√

π

[
1 − exp

(
−τ 2

τ 2
0

)]
(12)

where τ0 is the inverse-optical-comb pulsewidth, and the first
term on right-hand side is used to completely deplete the
TWSOA gain by inducing stimulated emission with the inverse-
optical-comb at longer injecting wavelength, and the second
term leaves the residual gain window of the TWSOA with a
very short duty cycle in one period. Such a function precisely
describes the power waveform of a backward injected inverse-
optical-comb before entering the TWSOA. With the backward
injection, the original TWSOA gain can almost be depleted in
one period except a narrow window. By substituting the inverse-
optical-comb into the rate equation, we have

dh

dτ
=

g0L − h

τc
− Pin(τ)

Esat
=

g0L − h

τc

−
(
Ein/τ0

√
π
)[

1 − exp
(
−τ 2/τ 2

0
)]

Esat

=
(

g0L

τc
− Ein

τ0
√

πEsat

)
+

Ein

τ0
√

πEsat
exp

(
−τ 2

τ 2
0

)
− h

τc
.

(13)

To simplify the previous rate equation, the first term at the
right-hand side should be completely subtracted to zero except
the gain with a Gaussian shape and a decaying term h/τc caused
by the recombination induced gain attenuation. In our case, we
assume that the decaying time for carriers is comparable with
the ultrashort comb pulsewidth under the intense injection of the
backward inverse-optical-comb. The residual gain of TWSOA
thus becomes an inverse shape of the injected inverse-optical-
comb waveform. The maximum backward injection energy is
set as Pin = Ein/τ

−1/2
0π ≈ [g0L/τc ]Esat to completely deplete

the gain of the TWSOA in our case. Therefore, we can simplify
and rewrite (13) as

dh

dτ
=

g0L

τc
exp

(
−τ 2

τ 2
0

)
− h

τc
(14)

and the solution of (14) can be solved and rewritten as

h = e−
∫

f (τ )dτ

[∫
e
∫

f (τ )dτ g0L

τc
e−τ 2 /τ 2

0 dτ

]

= e−τ /τc
g0L

τc

∫
eτ /τc e−τ 2 /τ 2

0 dτ

=− τ
τ c

g0L

τc

[
−√

πτ0e
τ 2

0 /4τ 2
c

2
erf

(
τ0

2τc
− τ

τ0

)]

= −g0Lτ0
√

π

2τc
e(τ 2

0 /4τ 2
c )−(τ /τc )erf

(
τ0

2τc
− τ

τ0

)
(15)

where erf denotes the error function. The on-level of the input
inverse-optical-comb power function first reduces the TWSOA
gain to below transparent (i.e., loss) condition. Subsequently, the
TWSOA gain build up again within the instantaneous off-level
of the inverse-optical-comb function, providing a short rising
edge and a carrier-lifetime limited trailing-edge small-signal
gain function. Such an operation eventually reshapes the CW
gain of the TWSOA into a greatly shortened gain window. The
transient gain windows of the TWSOA are strongly confined
by the input inverse-optical-comb pulsewidth, in which larger
pulsewidth inevitably results in broaden gain window. That is,
the pulsewidth of the converted RZ signal is mainly affected
by two parameters, i.e., the pulsewidth of the inverse-optical-
comb and the lifetime of carriers in TWSOA. However, the
inverse-optical-comb pulsewidth will play important role on the
converted RZ pulsewidth when its injection power is increased
to a relatively high level. Similar result for the data pulsewidth
shortening effect under strong holding beam injection has also
been reported and explained with a theoretical model previously
[45]. The injected inverse-optical-combs of two different full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM), and the simulating results
G(τ ) of the TWSOA with the following format are shown in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively

G(τ) = exp[h(τ)]

= exp

{
−g0Lτ0

√
π

2τc
e(τ 2

0 /4τ 2
c )−(τ /τc )erf

(
τ0

2τc
− τ

τ0

)}
.

(16)
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Fig. 4. (a) Simulated shape of an inverse-optical-comb signal within one period. (b) Simulation of transient gain [G(τ )] in the TWSOA. (c) Simulation of the
dynamic frequency chirp of the converted RZ signals under inverse-optical-comb injection.

In our simulation of 16, we normalized the TWSOA gain and
set the gain recovery time and carrier lifetime of the TWSOA as
200 and 25 ps, respectively [46]–[48]. The gain recovery time is
quoted from references elsewhere [49]. In previous work, it was
found that the gain recovery time can be faster when the data
wavelength is shorter that the inverse-optical-comb wavelength.
The smallest of the effective carrier recovery time during strong
injection condition can be as short as 25 ps [45]. Since the
TWSOA is operated at seriously gain-depleted condition, both
the effects of gain-recovery time and carrier lifetime to the gain
shape of the TWSOA are greatly suppressed. The converted
RZ shape is mainly decided by the inverse-optical-comb itself
when gain recovery process of TWSOA is accelerated by strong
inverse-optical-comb injection [45], [48].

In addition, the dynamic frequency chirp (∆ω = −dφ/dτ )
imposed on the output of TWSOA can be derived from the
phase modulation, which is proportional to the carrier-induced
transient variation on refractive index and gain of the TWSOA
(i.e., ∆v = αe [Γvga(n − n0) − 1/τg ]/4π = αe [dP (τ)/dτ −
Rsp ]/4πP0 [50], [51]. In our case, the chirp of the RZ data
stream added by the TWSOA under the backward inverse-
optical-comb injection is

∆ν =
αe

4π
exp

[
−g0Lτ0

√
π

2τc
e(τ 2

0 /4τ 2
c )−(τ /τc )erf

(
τ0

2τc
− τ

τ0

)]

×
[
g0Lτ0

√
πe(τ 2

0 /4τ 2
c )−(τ /τc )erf ((τ0/2τc) − (τ/τ0))

2τ 2
c

+
g0Le(τ 2

0 /4τ 2
c )−(τ /τc )−(τ0 /2τc −τ /τ0 )2

τc

]
. (17)

Fig. 5. Eye diagram of the NRZ-to-RZ converted data stream at 10 Gb/s.

The corresponding chirps of the converted RZ data pulses
obtained from the simulating results G(τ ) of the TWSOA with
the formats illustrated in Fig. 4(b) are shown in Fig. 4(c).

B. Extinction Ratio and Noise Level

In previous approach with a DFB LD based backward inverse-
optical-comb injection, the NRZ is perfectly reshaped into RZ
format (see Fig. 5), and the NRZ-to-RZ data format conversion
is achieved only when the inverse-optical-comb injected power
is increased beyond a conversion threshold. The converted RZ
PRBS exhibits an ON/OFF extinction ratio of 15.5 dB, which is
3.5 dB higher than the original NRZ PRBS, as illustrated in
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Fig. 6. ON/OFF extinction ratio of the converted RZ data stream versus that of
the incoming NRZ data stream.

Fig. 7. BER performance of the back-to-back NRZ (circle) and the TWSOA
converted RZ under DFBLD (square) and FPLD (diamond) based inverse-
optical-comb injection.

Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 7, the requested (BER) of 10−12 for
data communication is achieved at receiving power as small as
−18.5 dBm, providing a negative power penalty of 1.5 dB as
compared to the back-to-back transmitted NRZ condition [52],
[53]. The maximum Q-factor of the converted RZ is 7.72, cor-
responding to a reachable BER of 5.8 × 10−15 . With DFBLD
based inverse-optical-comb injection, a negative power penalty
of for the BER of the converted RZ data stream is observed.
In comparison with the DFBLD case, the FPLD based inverse-
optical-comb injection exhibits better BER performance with
larger negative power penalty at larger receiving power condi-
tion. In principle, a single-mode injection only trigger the stimu-
lated emission of conduction-band carriers at energy states with
wavelength shorter than the injection one, which thus consumes
carriers upon higher energy levels (E > E1) and leaves other
carriers below the injecting band undepleted in TWSOA. The
residual low-energy carriers account for the amplified sponta-
neous emission of TWSOA at “OFF” state of the NRZ data,

Fig. 8. Optical spectra of the converted RZ data streams obtained from
TWSOA under single- (dark gray) and multimode (light gray) inverse-optical-
comb injection.

Fig. 9. Left: the incoming NRZ data stream (upper) and its converted RZ
data stream (lower) from single-mode inverse-optical-comb injected TWSOA.
Right: the incoming NRZ data stream (upper) and its converted RZ data stream
(lower) from multi-mode inverse-optical-comb injected TWSOA.

contributing to a bad SNR under NRZ-to-RZ data format con-
version, as illustrated in the following figures. If we employ
a multimode inverse-optical-comb injection with same power
level, which can benefit from the full consumption of whole
carriers at conduction band of the TWSOA. Since the mul-
timode FPLD has a relatively broadband lasing spectrum with
many long-wavelength modes, which essentially cover the lower
energy levels (E < E2) and entirely depletes conduction-band
carriers in the TWSOA, the depleted carrier concentration ∆N1
obtained under DFBLD injection is far smaller than ∆N2 ob-
tained under FPLD injection. Both the RZ spectra obtained
under the FPLD and DFBLD based inverse-optical-comb injec-
tions are shown in Fig. 8. We compare two spectra and conclude
that the multimode FPLD injection provides a better optical
SNR than the single-mode DFBLD does. The other supporting
evidence is the improved ON/OFF extinction ratio of the con-
verted RZ data stream, which can be seen from Fig. 9 that
illustrates the temporal trace of the converted RZ data stream
with the TWSOA under single- or multimode optical injection.
The left part of Fig. 9 shows a slightly large noise level at off
bits under single-mode dark-optical-comb injection condition
due to the unwanted amplified spontaneous emission induced
by residual carriers in TWSOA. In comparison, the multimode
injection case in right figure reveals a small fluctuation (even
not so discriminated), and thus, give rise to a better ON/OFF
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Fig. 10. Scheme of the carrier depletion in the TWSOA under single- (upper
part) and multimode (lower part) inverse-optical-comb injection.

Fig. 11. Comparison on the RF spectra of the RZ data-streams obtained from
DFBLD (dark gray) and FPLD (light gray) injected TWSOAs.

extinction ratio, since there are no residual carriers with such a
short NRZ-to-RZ conversion window to contribute amplified-
spontaneous emission (ASE) noise in this case. More carriers
left in the conduction band will contribute to a higher noise
level due to the larger spontaneous emission, and also provide
a limited ON/OFF extinction ratio due to an higher upward off-
set of the “0” level in the converted RZ data stream, as shown
in Fig. 10. The gain of the TWSOA cannot be fully depleted if
the inverse-optical-comb injects into the TWSOA at wavelength
nearly the original gain peak (i.e., backward injection at shorter
wavelength).

As expected, a multimode inverse-optical-comb injection
with same power level benefits from the complete depletion
of whole carriers in whole conduction band of the TWSOA.
Therefore, the noise level of the RZ data stream from the FPLD
injected TWSOA is at least 1 dB lower than that from a DFBLD
injected TWSOA. Such a difference in noise power between the

single- and multimode inverse-optical-comb injections is mea-
sured and shown in Fig. 11, the related RF frequency spectra by
using a spectrum analyzer with resolution bandwidth (RBW) =
10 Hz, video bandwidth (VBW) = 10 Hz, span = 2 MHz
(Hewlett Packard, HP8565E). It is significant that the side-peak
noise level of a RZ data signal obtained from a single-mode
DFBLD injected TWSOA is larger than that obtained from a
multimode FPLD injected TWSOA. These results clearly in-
terpret a better noise performance of the NRZ-to-RZ converted
data stream generated by the TWSOA under multimode injec-
tion. With FPLD based inverse-optical-comb injection, the con-
verted RZ also shows an ON/OFF extinction of better than 17 dB,
which is already 1 dB larger than the DFBLD injection case. In a
static measurement, the ultimate ON/OFF extinction ratio of the
wavelength-converted signal in a traditional XGM-controlled
TWSOA can be determined as up to 30 dB by the transfer func-
tion of output power against input power. However, the dynamic
ON/OFF extinction ratio of the wavelength-converted NRZ sig-
nal is always degraded than a theoretically estimated value of
20 dB. There are two mechanisms responsible for such degra-
dation. First, the TWSOA carrier number can always reach a
steady-state value in the static (or CW) regime, leading to a
small output at “0” level. However, in dynamic operation, the
TWSOA carrier number is unable to reach this steady-state
value due to the finite carrier lifetime, hence, the output at “0”
level raises to be not negligible. Second, the noises of the op-
tical receiver and the oscilloscope system set a detecting limit
for the converted RZ data stream with a finite extinction ratio.
Technically, the improvement on the extinction ratio of RZ data
can be achieved by applying a higher current or using larger
injecting power to the TWSOA for reducing carrier lifetime.
The TWSOA output power versus the inverse-optical-comb in-
put power is shown in Fig. 12. Our proposed scheme is slightly
different from the traditional wavelength conversion scheme
achieved by the TWSOA with XGM, in which the ultimate
ON/OFF extinction ratio of the converted RZ signal (see right part
of Fig. 12) is unable to be determined by the transfer function
of the output power versus input power in the static state, since
the gain of the TWSOA is seriously deficient within a period
due to a high-power backward inverse-optical-comb injection.
On the other hand, the sensitivity of the sampling oscilloscope
used in this experiment may be in sufficient for diagnosis of the
converted RZ signal. In a practical fiber-optic communication
system, all measurements for the RZ or NRZ signals (i.e., ex-
tinction ratio, SNR, BER, jitter, etc.) must be processed after
receiving. Thus, the signal performances are eventually limited
by the bandwidth and sensitivity of the receiver and the os-
cilloscope even if they have a better quality intrinsically. By
setting two inverse-optical-combs with FWHM of 50 and 26 ps,
respectively, our simulations reveal that the lengthening tail of
TWSOA gain in time domain also degrades the ON/OFF extinc-
tion ratio of the converted RZ data bit, as shown in Fig. 13.
The calculation elucidates that a short-pulsewidth inverse-
optical-comb injection remains a narrowest gain window in
TWSOA, thus providing shorter falling time and better ON/OFF

extinction for the output data bit during NRZ-to-RZ format
conversion.
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Fig. 12. Left: output power of TWSOA versus inverse-optical-comb power. Right: output power of TWSOA versus input NRZ power.

Fig. 13. Calculated ON/OFF extinction ratio versus data rate with different
width gain window.

Fig. 14. ON/OFF extinction ratio as a function of the injected inverse-optical-
comb wavelength.

C. Pulsewidth and Frequency Chirp

In our proposed architecture, the preserved RZ data con-
version means that the SOA-based NRZ-to-RZ data format
converter can transform the incoming optical NRZ stream into
the RZ data stream without changing its wavelength. The wave-

Fig. 15. Gain spectrum of TWSOA at different bias currents.

length of data stream is thus preserved during the data con-
version process. The only difference is that the inverse-optical-
comb injected at a wavelength longer than that of the input
NRZ data stream. As shown Fig. 14, the ON/OFF extinction
ratio of the converted RZ PRBS data stream is dependent on
the wavelength of the backward inverse-optical-comb injection,
which reveals the largest ON/OFF extinction ratio with back-
ward inverse-optical-comb injection at 1550–1555 nm when
the NRZ PRBS data are set at shorter wavelengths. Indeed, for
a determined NRZ wavelength at 1530 nm, the extinction ra-
tio of the converted RZ signal will reach its maximum at an
inverse-optical-comb wavelength around 1550 nm. Afterward,
the extinction value will slowly reduce when the operation wave-
length of NRZ signal is increased from 1550 to 1560 nm. This
is mainly due to the abruptly shifted gain profile of the TWSOA
toward longer wavelength under the intense backward injection
of inverse-optical-comb. That is the reason why we claim the
NRZ PRBS should be set at the vicinity of gain peak of TWSOA.
Originally, the gain profile of TWSOA is centered at 1550 nm. At
highly dc-biased condition, the gain profile of TWSOA slightly
blue shifts to 1530 nm, as shown in Fig. 15. Therefore, the NRZ
PRBS is setting at the vicinity of gain peak of TWSOA. The
blue shift of TWSOA gain profile toward shorter wavelength
is a result of band filling effect. In Fig. 16, it is clearly illus-
trated that the gain profile of the transparent TWSOA (strongly
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Fig. 16. Illustration on the enhancement of ON/OFF extinction ratio by red
shifting TWSOA gain profile back to its transparent condition under strong
injection of inverse-optical-comb.

depleted by inverse-optical-comb) will be red shifted as com-
pared to that of the TWSOA at highly biased condition (without
inverse-optical-comb injection). Alternatively, it is the recovery
of TWSOA gain back to its transparent (zero bias) condition.
By operating the TWSOA gain between these two conditions,
the maximum ON/OFF extinction is achieved when the inversion-
optical-comb injecting wavelength is coincident with the band
gap of the TWSOA at nearly transparent condition. Such a gain-
depletion induced red shift of gain profile occurs outside the
NRZ-to-RZ conversion window in time domain, which essen-
tially results in a largest extinction ratio for the input NRZ
and converted RZ signals at a shorter wavelength. Detuning the
inverse-optical-comb to longer wavelength will make the pho-
ton energy below the band gap energy of TWSOA, thus fail to
deplete the TWSOA gain, and shift its gain profile for enlarging
the ON/OFF extinction ratio of the converted RZ signal. The input
and output data streams remain identical wavelength during the
NRZ-to-RZ conversion. This is the most intriguing feature of
our proposed scheme as compared to previous works. For optical
time-division-multiplexing (OTDM) application, it is requisite
to generate an RZ data bit with shorter duty cycle for increasing
the channel numbers and communication capacity. In principle,
the limitation on the output pulsewidth of the TWSOA-based
RZ pulsed data converter is mainly determined by its effective
carrier lifetime of τ = [τ−1

s + d(gPin)/dn]−1 [40]. It interprets
the rise/fall time as well as the duty cycle of the converted RZ
data bit can essentially be shortened due to the decreasing carrier
lifetime in a highly biased TWSOA with strong optical injection,
as shown in Fig. 17. With single and multimode inverse-optical-
comb injection, the converted RZ pulsewidths are shortened
from 37 to 31 ps and from 42 to 32 ps, respectively, as the injec-
tion power enlarges from 2.4 to 16.5 dBm. The observed rising
time of the converted RZ pulse remains almost unchanged; how-
ever, the falling time was monotonically reduced by increasing
the injection power of inverse-optical-comb. The evolution on
pulsewidth of the converted RZ data with increasing injection
power exhibits similar decreasing trend with its falling time.
To provide a fast conversion speed and shortened response, the
increase in both the biased current of the TWSOA and the injec-
tion power of inverse-optical-comb are mandatory. In compar-
ison with the single-mode inverse-optical-comb injection, the
multimode inverse-optical-comb injection induces a RZ data

slightly lengthened rise/fall time and broaden pulsewidth un-
der low-power injection case. At same injecting power, such
an FWHM lengthening effect is mainly attributed to the lower
power spectral density, P (λ), of the multimode inverse-optical-
comb as compared to that of the single-mode one, which is
insufficient to deplete the carriers as well as the gain of the
highly-biased TWSOA in whole spectral region. By further re-
ducing the biased current or increasing the injecting power, the
gain depletion becomes serious such that the switching time of
the TWSOA under single- and multimode inverse-optical-comb
injection conditions can be almost identical.

The dynamic frequency chirp of the TWSOA-converted RZ
data can also be simulated and measured, however, which reveal
a linearly increasing trend with the enlarged inverse-optical-
comb injection power. Under multimode inverse-optical-comb
injection, the peak frequency chirp of the pulsed RZ data is
concurrently enlarged from 2 to 5 GHz as the inverse-optical-
comb power increases from 2.4 to 16.5 dBm, as shown in
Fig. 17(d). In comparison with single-mode injection induced
chirp of 4–8 GHz, the multimode inverse-optical-comb injection
leads to a smaller frequency chirp due to its broader pulsewidth.
Nevertheless, the increasing trend of the frequency chirp with
inverse-optical-comb power exhibits a slope of 0.3 GHz/dB. Ob-
viously, the single-mode inverse-optical-comb injection short-
ens the converted RZ pulsewidth at a cost of enlarged dynamic
frequency chirp, whereas the multimode inverse-optical-comb
injection only contributes a rising, but saturable peak-to-peak
frequency chirp up to 5 GHz. Such a large frequency chirp is
proportional to the XGM depth, which can be minimized if we
concurrently reduce the TWSOA biased current and shrink its
gain bandwidth, together with temporally and spectrally gain
slicing by multimode inverse-optical-comb injection. The de-
creasing peak-to-peak chirp of as small as 1.2 GHz is obtained
by reducing TWSOA current to 100 mA, as shown in Fig. 18.
Our results conclude that the multimode inverse-optical-comb
can provide better performance than single-mode one on re-
ducing the dynamic frequency chirp at lower injection power
and biased current condition. Both the gain and the spectral
linewidth of the TWSOA are simultaneously minimized in this
case.

Typical operation of NRZ-to-RZ conversion is implemented
by using optical–electrical–optical (OEO) or optical–optical (or
all-optical) approaches. Significantly, the OEO demonstration is
somewhat limited by the finite bandwidth of the electronic NRZ-
to-RZ IC (typically at 12.5 Gb/s). In contrast, the optical NRZ
injection induced RZ data conversion in a gain-switched FPLD
or a gain-reshaped TWSOA via XGM technique are currently
two of the intriguing approaches. However, both techniques
are restricted by the finite electrical modulation bandwidth of
the LD and SOA. To overcome, the external inverse-optical-
comb modulation architecture has inevitably been employed
in our scheme. Our current approach is to transfer the band-
width bottleneck problem from the TWSOA to the RF-amplifier-
driven electrical comb and external modulator. Because it is
relatively easy to obtain a wide-band microwave comb gener-
ator and amplifier instead of finding an LD or TWSOA with
greatly improved electrical modulation performance. Under the
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Fig. 17. (a) Rising time. (b) Falling time. (c) FWHM of the converted pulsed RZ signals by the single- and multimode inverse-optical-comb injections as a
function of the inverse-optical-comb injection power. (d) Positive and negative chirp distribution as a function of injection power under single- or multimode
inverse-optical-comb injection.

Fig. 18. Dependence of TWSOA-biased current and the positive and negative
chirp distribution as a function of multimode inverse-optical-comb injection
power.

injection of a multiwavelength inverse-optical-comb pulse train,
the overlapped wavelength region of the broadband gain profile
of TWSOA and the inverse-optical-comb will simultaneously be
depleted each other to leave a reshaped narrow gain spectrum. In
practical application, there are two possible candidates for gen-
erating broadband inverse-optical-comb signal in our system.
One is the broadband ASE and the other is the FPLD. Indeed,
the multimode partition noise associated with the multiwave-
length inverse-optical-comb generated from the FPLD could be
transferred into the converted signal, which is also an impor-
tant issue to be improved in the near future. However, the use

of a broadband ASE-based inverse-optical-comb as the injec-
tion source also introduces large relative intensity noise, and
inevitably degrades the transmission as well as the BER per-
formance of the converted RZ data. The proposed scheme can
definitely be used for NRZ-to-RZ conversion at bit rates higher
than 10 Gb/s with the availability of high-frequency electrical
comb based inverse-optical-comb generator. In comparison with
other proposed techniques, our approach is relatively simplified
without any specific fiber-optic elements except a microwave
amplifier for driving electrical comb generator. The proposed
techniques thus can be an alternative method among all of the
previously demonstrated schemes.

IV. CONCLUSION

The comparisons on shortened falling time, reduced chirp,
and improved ON/OFF extinction ratio of 10 Gb/s all-optical
data-format converted pulse stream from single- and multi-
mode inverse-optical-comb injected TWSOA with temporally
and spectrally reshaped gain window are demonstrated. The
FWHM of the multi- and single-mode injection converted
pulsed RZ data are 31.6 and 30.8 ps, respectively. The rising
time remain almost unchanged; however, the falling time can
be monotonically reduced by increasing injection power. The
evolution of FWHM with increasing injection power exhibits
similar trend with falling time. The maximum Q-factor of the
converted RZ is 7.72, corresponding to a reachable BER of
5.82 × 10−15 . However, the finite falling time restricts the fur-
ther improvement on the extinction ratio and BER at 17 dB and
10−13 . The NRZ-to-RZ conversion in the TWSOA under intense
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inverse-optical-comb XGM not only results in patterning, but
also induces large chirp with its level proportional to the amount
of gain depletion. The converted pulsed RZ signal is subject to
the net effect of addition frequency chirp as well as dispersion
being to increase the power penalty of the RZ data stream. With
a low-biased TWSOA, the peak-to-peak chirp of the converted
RZ pulsed data can be as low as 2.7 GHz, respectively. Even
at high gain operation, the converted RZ data obtained by mul-
timode inverse-optical-comb injection still reveals a peak-to-
peak frequency chirp of 10 GHz smaller than that of 13.2 GHz
obtained under the single-mode inverse-optical-comb injection
case. The chirp can abruptly be reduced to 1.2 GHz by reducing
the TWSOA-biased current 100 mA.
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